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As indicated in the title, the articles in this special section look at religions
“through the lenses of gender” (Mikaelsson 2004: 299). They look at the ways
in which notions of gender—the differentiation between men, women and
other constructions of sexual identity—are at work at the level of individuals,
institutions, and discourses in religions ofmodern and contemporary Japan. In
more concrete terms, attention is directed at lived religion rather thandoctrinal
concepts.Howare gender codes applied to justify discrimination, or conversely,
to supportwomen’s (self-)empowerment in the Japanese context?Howdo they
affect religious identities, and how are they consolidated, deconstructed or
changed in religious discourses? As an analytical category, gender is frequently
conceived as a critical term that points at unequal social conditions resulting
from the above-mentioned differentiation. “The category of gender … was
developed in order to think about how social systems, cultures, and religions,
for example, were gender coded and how these codes impacted upon women
and men” (Juschka 2005: 230). Consequently, feminist theory emphasizes the
need to disclose the “power element in the dynamics of gender construction”
(Mikaelsson 2004: 299) on various levels of social life.

The hierarchical relations inherent to the category of gender in contempo-
rary religions in Japan are manifest in diverse forms of discrimination, mostly
directed at women and sexual minorities (cf. Horie 2006, 2011). In the estab-
lished schools of Buddhism, Christianity and Shintō 神道, women priests or
ministers are by far outnumberedby theirmale colleagues (cf. Bunkachō 2014).1

1 The situation is different in new religions, where, in accordance with the high percentage of
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Some temple precincts still deny access to women (cf. Kobayashi 2011), and
women are underrepresented in most Buddhist school’s diets (cf. Heidegger
2006), to name just two examples. In reaction, diverse agents, ranging from
interdenominational feminist movements in Christianity and Buddhism, to
women’s associations within Buddhist schools and Christian denominations,
to engaged individuals, challenge these hierarchies and attempt to foster gen-
der equality in their respective religious tradition. An example from the case
of Buddhism is the Tōkai Kantō Network for Women and Buddhism (Josei to
Bukkyō Tōkai/Kantō Nettowāku 女性と仏教東海・関東ネッ トワー ク). Its two
branches were founded 1996 and 1997 with the intention of encouraging dia-
logue about issues of discrimination among women of all Buddhist schools. By
means of publications and conferences, this network gives Buddhist women
the opportunity to raise their voices and address the public, while critically
reconsidering the history of Japanese Buddhist traditions (Josei to Bukkyō
Tōkai/Kantō Nettowāku 1999, 2004, 2011).

Some of the contributions to this special section deal with women’s reac-
tions to gender discrimination in Japan’s religious traditions.2 Mira Sonntag
presents views and activities of feminist Christian theologians who advocate
not only a new reading of the Bible and a reconceptualization of Christian
history in a way that recognizes women’s significance, but also new forms of
liturgy that express women’s approaches to Christian life. Simone Heidegger
examines reform movements towards gender equality within the Ōtani大谷
and the Honganji本願寺 branches of Jōdo Shinshū浄土真宗 and analyzes the
argumentative strategies applied by Jōdo Shinshū believers in the respective
discourses. She concludes that in this particular context, reference to the anti-
discrimination discourse regarding the hisabetsu buraku比差別部落, as well

female adherents, the numbers of women religious teachers (in their respective designation)
often exceed those of men. Since the statistics published in the statistical yearbook Shūkyō
nenkan list many of these new religions among established schools and denominations of
Buddhism, Shintō and Christianity, the overall numbers given for these religious traditions
are misleading.

2 The articles by Mira Sonntag and Monika Schrimpf originated from the panel “Changing
Women’s Roles in Contemporary Japanese Religions,” held in August 2015 at the Interna-
tional Association of the History of Religion (iahr) conference in Erfurt, Germany. The panel
included scholars from Japan, Germany and Canada. While its focus was on the situation
of women and their interpretations of religious roles in Buddhism, Shintō, Christianity and
among religious ‘healers,’ the articles in this special section are neither restricted to investigat-
ing women’s religious roles, nor to women’s perspectives in general. Yet the focus on women
as agents themselves, or as parties affected, remained.
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as depicting gender equality as a core issue of Jōdo Shinshū religiosity, con-
tributed to the success of endeavors to enhance gender equality. The thematic
scope in this special section, however, is not restricted to religious feminist or
reform movements, but comprises gender constructions and their impact in
diverse contexts. Therefore, we consider it indispensable to take into account
the views, experiences and discourses of womenwho contribute to shaping the
religious life and thought of their times “in private”; that is, without addressing
the public. The ordained Buddhist women introduced in Monika Schrimpf’s
article are mostly “private” agents who shape their clerical life in accordance
with their respective social contexts. They emphasize not only the “superior
social skills” ofwomencompared tomen, but also the social functions of a cleric
in order to highlight the particular achievements of female clerics. Her article
thus illustrates individual and self-determined ways of living a woman’s cleri-
cal role that co-exist with Buddhist women’s organized engagement to realize
gender equality on the doctrinal and institutional level (cf. Kawahashi 2003).

Odaira Mika’s paper is the only one which explicitly reflects a man’s per-
spective on women and religion. By introducing the Shintō priest Miyamoto
Shigetane 宮本重胤 (1881–1959) and his activities to promote women’s edu-
cation in Meiji Japan, the article draws attention to the close interrelation of
Christian, Buddhist, and Shintō activists and their engagement in women’s
education. By emphasizing the strong involvement of Miyamoto Shigetane’s
wife Miyamoto Fujiko藤子, of Akamatsu Yasuko赤松安子 (1865–1913, daugh-
ter of the Jōdo Shinshū priest Akamatsu Renjō 赤松連城, 1841–1919), and of
Shimaji Mokurai’s島地黙雷 (1838–1911) wife Shimaji Yachiyo八千代 in these
educational and charitable activities, Odaira’s article points out the important
role women played in enhancing women’s knowledge and agency within reli-
gious traditions. In this sense, religious endeavors for educating women can be
regarded as providing a theater and a stimulus for the self-empowerment of
women in contemporary religions.

Through this combination of articles, we hope to showcase the various levels
on which notions of gender operate in modern and contemporary religions:
on the level of individual constructions of religious identities; on the level
of religious institutions, where official regulations must be seen in relation
with concrete measures; and on the level of religious discourses, which are
strongly influencedby individual experiences, institutional regulations and the
larger sociopolitical context. These levels, however, must be seen in mutual
interaction (cf. Mikaelsson 2004: 299).

In order to provide some context for the articles presented here, we hereby
give a brief and by no means comprehensive overview of recent research on
gender issues in modern and contemporary religions. In her seminal study,
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Odaira Mika discusses the abolition of Shintō priestesses in 1871 in the context
of redefining Shintō shrines as sites for the performance of state rites (Odaira
2009). Research on gender issues in Buddhismhas drawn attention to the prob-
lematic position of temple priest’s wives. Simone Heidegger’s groundbreaking
work has focused on the efforts toward gender equality in Jōdo Shinshū (Hei-
degger 2006, 2010). This was recently followed by Jessica Starling’s research, in
which she has traced the legal situation of bōmori 坊守, Jōdo Shinshū tem-
ple wives, from the Meiji through Shōwa eras and presented ethnographies
of their present-day situation (Starling 2013a, 2013b). As early as 1995, Kawa-
hashi Noriko addressed the same topic on temple priest’s wives in Sōtō曹洞
Zen (Kawahashi 1995). PaulaArai’s ethnographic studies on SōtōBuddhist nuns
and laywomen represent another key topic inwomenandBuddhism(Arai 1999,
2011). The issue of discriminationhas been raised in the publication on “gender-
discriminating Buddhism” by Ōgoshi Aiko, Minamoto Junko, and Yamashita
Akiko (1994).

Gender issues in modern and contemporary Christianity are mainly ad-
dressed by feminist theologians, as expounded inMira Sonntag’s article in this
section. One of these, Yamaguchi Satoko introduces feminist Christian activ-
ities (Yamaguchi 2003) in a special issue of the Japanese Journal of Religious
Studies on “Feminism and Religion in Contemporary Japan” (Kawahashi and
Kuroki 2003). In the same volume, Usui Atsuko discusses women’s experiences
in the new religion Shinnyoen真如苑 (Usui 2003). Other publications in this
field of contemporary religions include Inose Yuri’s study about patterns of gen-
der relations in Sōkai Gakkai創価学会, Jehovah’s Witnesses and the Raëlian
Movement (Inose 2007).

Furthermore, we would like to include some general reflections on gender
and religion as discussed in the study of religions and theology.

Gender and Religion in the Study of Religions and in Theology

Notwithstanding the above-mentioned consensus about the interrelation of
gender with social distributions of power, the term “gender” itself is used in
multiple ways. Of particular interest for a gender perspective in the study of
religions is JoanWallach Scott’s distinction betweenmultiple levels ofmeaning
that interact and uphold each other. She assumes that gender is “a constitu-
tive element of social relationships based onperceived differences between the
sexes” (Wallach Scott 1988: 43) which is shaped on four levels: a) in culturally
available symbols, such as Eve as symbol of woman in the Western Christian
tradition, b) in normative concepts that interpret the meaning of the sym-
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bols, c) in social institutions and organizations, and d) in subjective identities
(Wallach Scott 1988: 43–44). These levels interact with each other, thus creat-
ing gender as a concept that unfolds its impact on the macro-level of societies
as well as on the micro-level of individual behavior. It is a particularly useful
model when applied to religions.

Religions exert their influence on the construction of gender conceptions
on all of these levels. Mythologies provide culturally available symbols and
normative concepts of ‘good’ women and ‘good’ men. Gendered hierarchies
are created by religious policies of inclusion or exclusion. Religious concepts
and experiences, personal encounters, etc. influence subjective identities of
believers. Moreover, religious doctrines can be applied to political discourses
in order to legitimize gender hierarchies in society in general (cf. King 2005:
8). Therefore, proponents of feminist studies in the study of religions call for
a critical awareness of gender constructions produced in religions and their
legitimizing effects with regard to discriminatory and marginalizing practices.
However, their main agenda is the reconceptualization of the epistemological
basis on which the discipline rests. What has hitherto been regarded as inclu-
sive knowledge—knowledge pertaining to all humanity—must be recognized
as being exclusive andbe replaced by a newconception of historical knowledge
(Warne 2001: 150–151). The turn to feminist studies has thus not only changed
theoretical approaches to studying religions, but also initiated a deconstruc-
tion of the discipline’s foundations (Warne 2001).

The methodological implications of feminist studies for the study of reli-
gions derive from thepresuppositions and thepolitical agendaof feminist stud-
ies on the one hand, and from post-colonial criticism of ethnocentric, orien-
talist, and hegemonic research practices on the other. The feminist position is
most clearly expressed by Indian scholar Chandra TalpadeMohanty: “Feminist
scholarship, like most other kinds of scholarship, is not the mere production
of knowledge about a certain subject. It is a directly political and discursive
practice in that it is purposeful and ideological … There can, of course, be no
apolitical scholarship” (Talpade Mohanty 1991, quoted in Joy 2000: 120–121). As
a consequence, the scholarly ideals of objectivity and value neutrality are criti-
cized as merely hiding the implicit perspective of so-called objective research,
and as legitimizing the hegemony of a particular scholarly tradition.

To Kawahashi Noriko, this deconstruction of objectivity and value neutrality
is one of the reasonswhy the study of religions in Japan has for a long time been
resistant to feminist approaches and criticizes the field as reductionist. “Be-
cause the study of religions makes a sharp distinction between itself and theo-
logical or doctrinal studies of Christianity, Buddhism, Shintō etc., the objective
standpoint was strongly emphasized here. This norm of objectivity as value
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neutrality is one reason why the perspective of ‘gender’ was excluded” (Kawa-
hashi 2012: 24). Together with Kuroki Masako, Kawahashi advocates a native
feminist ethnography (Kawahashi and Kuroki 2004) that seeks to avoid the hi-
erarchical gap between the first world and the rest of the world, betweenwhite
people and non-white people. As Japanese women themselves, they encounter
Japanese women in a different social relationship, namely as partial insiders
who share at least a common language and the experience of being a wom-
an in Japanese society (Kawahashi and Kuroki 2004: 39–43; Kawahashi 2012:
46–60). Notwithstanding the harsh critique of orientalist strands in ‘Western’
scholarship, Kawahashi draws attention to the risk of Japanese scholars taking a
similarly hegemonic stance towards other Asian scholars (Kawahashi 2012: 52).

Similar developments can be observed in Christian feminist theology, where
“scientific criteria” like objectivity and neutrality are rejected in favor of a
hermeneutics “suitable for humans” which stresses the “clarification of per-
spectives” (Schüssler Fiorenza 1999: 68) and “conscious partiality” (Schüssler
Fiorenza 1985b: 75). In Christianity, especially Protestantism, it is above all
religious texts with the authority of “scriptures” that cement constructions of
gender stereotypes. The question of how to approach and interpret such texts
is therefore more urgent in Christian feminism. Corresponding to the devel-
opment of different strands of feminist theology, a number of “perspectives”
on the import of the biblical canon can be distinguished. Osiek identifies five
groups: 1) “rejectionists”; 2) “loyalists” who accept it as indisputably revelatory;
3) “revisionists” who criticize its androcentrism and focus on positive portrays
of women to counteract negative texts while reconstructing biblical women’s
history; 4) “sublimationists” who assume the superiority of female perspectives
and focus on symbols rather than sociopolitical context; and 5) “liberationists”
who search for texts that lend themselves to a liberation perspective on femi-
nist hermeneutics (Osiek 1997: 959–960). Out of the fifth strand, amultidimen-
sionalmodel of hermeneutics with five key elements has been proposed: 1) sus-
picion rather than acceptance of biblical authority; 2) critical evaluation rather
than correlation; 3) interpretation through proclamation; 4) remembrance and
historical reconstruction; and 5) interpretation through celebration and ritual
(Schüssler Fiorenza 1983, 1985a). This model was also adopted by feminist the-
ologians in Japan.

Against Western approaches to Christian feminism, the Asian Women’s Re-
source Center (awrc) formulates only two steps of feminist hermeneutics:
a) “deconstruction,” in essence a “critique of existing anti-women bias of main-
stream theology and establishing alternative norms and sources of tradition
that challenge this bias”; and b) “reconstruction” in the sense of “re-envisioning
theological themes that will free them [women and men] from biases against
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women; reformulation of theological concepts, symbols and development of
new creative forms of worship and of a life-giving spirituality.” Here, feminist
theology is understood as the “promotion of the full humanity of women and
men” and should consist of “doing” theology “instead of purely cerebral and
academic theologizing” (awrc 2005: 30–31).

Although the awrc calls for a critical reading of the Judeo-Christian scrip-
tures alongside those of other Asian religious traditions, its “primary source is
women’s experience,” on which they focus in order “to rectify the imbalance of
the past” (awrc 2005: 29, 36). awrc calls upon women in Asia to affirm their
“Asianness.” While sharing concerns with Western feminist theology, “Asian
feminist theologies” are seen as having distinctive characteristics due to their
“Third World context.” While acknowledging the considerable differences in
the situation of women across Asia, the context of Asian feminist theology is
understood as “multi-cultural, multi-religious, multi-ethnic, multi-lingual” as
well as sharing “histories of being colonized.” In addition, Christianity’s minor-
ity status in Asia, excepting only the Philippines (awrc 2005: 6, 33), which
stands in contrast toWestern Christianity, is given as characteristic. However, it
shouldbenoted thatmost concepts of “Asian feminist theologizing” are derived
here from Philippine theologians and do not represent a theology born out of
a minority position.

From such statements, the following question arises: how far can the devel-
opment of Christian feminism and of feminist movements in other religions of
Japan be understood as part of a larger Asian development? One can assume
that, at least from the perspective of Christian feminists, the emphasis on the
experience of colonialization and on Asia as part of the “ThirdWorld” may cre-
ate barriers to mutual understanding and cooperation. Seeing (religious) fem-
inism as a global movement that emerges out of local, regional and transconti-
nental networks, we keep looking forward to further contributions from schol-
ars in Japan.
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